Abstract
Introduction
Our ever-growing dependence on computer networks is accompanied by ever growing concerns about the networks vulnerability to information attacks and the dependability of the existing network security systems. Major threats, well recognized by government, private institutions and individual users, are stemming primarily from self-replicating malicious software. Modern worms and viruses propagate through the Internet much faster and cause more damage than their predecessors. In 2001 the Code Red worm propagated faster than the Melissa virus in 1999 and much faster than Morris worm in 1988. Several months later, the Nimda worm caused severe damage within one hour of the detection of infection. The 163
Nomenclature: S H :
Susceptible nodes with high infectious and suffer high intensity rate of attack. E H :
Exposed nodes with high infectious and suffer high intensity rate of attack. I H :
Infectious nodes with high infectious and suffer high intensity rate of attack. S L :
Susceptible nodes with low infectious and suffer low intensity rate of attack. E L :
Exposed nodes with low infectious and suffer low intensity rate of attack. I L :
Infectious nodes with low infectious and suffer low intensity rate of attack . R L :
Recovered nodes (having temporary immunity) with low infectious and suffer low intensity rate of attack. N H :
Total nodes with high infectious and suffer high intensity rate of attack. N L :
Total nodes with low infectious and suffer low intensity rate of attack. Ψ H :
Birth rate (new nodes attached to the network) with high infectious. Ψ L :
Birth rate (new nodes attached to the network) with low infectious. The following assumptions are made to characterize the model:
(i) Any new node added into the network is susceptible.
(ii) Death rate other than the attack of malicious objects is constant.
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Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC (iii) The natural death rate (crashing of the nodes due to the reason other than attack of malicious objects) of the nodes as they are once susceptible to any malicious objects decreases.
(iv) Low infectious nodes recover from infection (without immunity) and move right back to susceptible state OR gain temporary immunity before losing it and returning to the susceptible class.
(v) Duration of building effective immunity is right after the duration of recovery from the infection.
(vi) Recovered nodes are still able to transmit the infection but at a lower rate.
(vii) Duration of latent period and immune period are constant.
(viii) High infectious nodes and low infectious nodes are not constant.
Formulation of S H E H I H -S L E L I L R L Transmission Model
In the computer network, to derive the transmission model equation, the total number of computer nodes (N) is divided into two groups: N H , which is high infectious and suffer high intensity rate of attack and N L , which is low infectious and suffer low intensity rate of attack.
N H consists of three classes: Susceptible (S H ), Exposed (E H ), Infectious (I H ).
That is,
There is no recovered class for the high infectious group of nodes (N H ) as highly infectious nodes have no time to recover and finally never recover and transfer the malicious objects to low infectious group of nodes (N L ).
Susceptible nodes (S L ) can be infected when malicious objects transmitted by highly infectious nodes (I H ), which progresses through the Exposed (E L ) class. After the latent period, proportion of nodes population are transferred to the Infectious class (I L ) then finally move to the Recovered class (R L ) with temporary immunity or they can be susceptible again. As the immunity is temporary, the Recovered class (R L ) returns to Susceptible class (S L ) and (S H ) due to the lack of updated anti-virus and a fully automatic defense mechanism in the computer network.
Our assumption on the transmission of malicious objects in computer network is depicted in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the flow of malicious objects in computer network
The transmission between model classes can be expressed by the following system of differential equations: 
Then the basic reproductive number R 0 is calculated by the formula 
Solutions and Stability
The system (4) 
which is the interior of D and can be obtained by taking all the equations of system (4) equal to zero. That is, By using system (4), the Jacobian can be taken as,
, which all are real negative if and only if ) (
. So, the system (4) is locally asymptotically stable.
Numerical Methods and Simulation
R-K Method of order 4 is used to solve the system (4) and MATLAB is employed to simulate the system and the behavior of the different classes of nodes with respect to time is observed in Figure 2 . The effect of highly infectious nodes (I H ) and susceptible nodes (S L ) is observed in Figure 3 and 9 which indicates that the highly infectious nodes (I H ) have no time to recover (as the attack rate is very high in comparison to recovery rate) and transfer the malicious objects to susceptible nodes (S L ) of low infectious group of nodes. The recovered nodes (R L ) are still able to transmit the infection to susceptible nodes (S H ) but at a lower rate due to gain temporary immunity. This effect of recovered nodes (R L ) and susceptible nodes (S H ) is observed and is depicted in Figure 4 and 10. Low infectious nodes (I L ) recover from infection without immunity and move right back to susceptible nodes (S H ). This effect of Low infectious nodes (I L ) and susceptible nodes (S H ) is observed and is shown in Figure 5 and 11. The effect of low infectious nodes (I L) and recovered nodes (R L ) is also observed and is depicted in Figure 6 and 12 and the effect of recovered nodes (R L ) and susceptible nodes (S L ) is observed and is shown in Figure 7 and 13, whereas the effect of low infectious nodes (I L) and susceptible nodes (S L ) is also shown in Figure 8 
Conclusion
A dynamical two population Epidemic model for the transmission of malicious objects in computer network is formulated. We have assumed that the viruses possess a non-negligible latent period & infected nodes will stay in the latent period before they become infectious. From the Basic reproduction number and equilibrium points we are able to say that more the system is susceptible, lesser the secondary infection will be and vice -versa. It is observed that if the ability to build effective immunity is fast for those who recovered from the infection, the number of cases (Recovered nodes may become susceptible) can be reduced, that is, to get the system free of malicious objects, we have to update the anti-virus in a regular interval of time. 
